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For this vampire, it's time to die... a second time.Valerie understands that to take the fight to those

who are attacking in New York, she needs to leave the spotlight. Both for the city, and for

herself.Her enemies are relentless in their attacks to get to her. Since they have relocated to the

Chicago City-State area, that is where she must go.Only one problem, she will be running into the

militaristic force called the FDG. She'll need to either work with them, or stay off their radar to take

out the CEO'sShe hopes.For those who have been demanding her head, the Angel of Reckoning

has their response, and she is coming to deliver it.Personally.
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Interesting and good entertainment as always. Valerie leaves the Big Apple in her quest for justice

and a new story arc is born in the process. Justin Sloan does a good job with characters, not just



Valerie but all his characters. He has the knack of making them come across as real and worthy of

their place in the story. Couple of minor criticism though having to do with Sloan's interaction with

Craig Martelle's world of the FDG. That was off a bit, Char and TH have either mellowed a lot over

the last hundred years or they both are way too disinterested in Valerie and especially in the news

of Michael's return. The whole link up between Valerie and the FDG in Chicago felt rushed, and I

don't believe that they would allow what Sloan called a 'Maker' to visit the city under any

circumstances, especially if those reasons were criminimal. Apart from that, this was again a very

good story and a solid introduction to a new phase of Valerie's justice.

Wow! Bought, read, finished, now here... Outstanding Justin Sloan! I'm not sure what a story "arc"

is, but if another is on the near horizon, I'm into that! Glad you're going full time on the writer gig...

You write, I'll buy and read... The Kurtherian Gambit Universe is my favorite of all fictive

works...Those who've read the other reviews, pretty much have nailed it. As I've said in all of my

other reviews, I don't do spoilers. So, I won't here, either...Just let it be known, that if you don't read

this, or the other books in this incredible series, you'll have cheated yourself, and be miserable from

now on... Okay, that's just to put a mild guilt trip on you, but you will truly be missing out... In my 67

years, I've never had so much fun reading, and I started with adult level books at age 6...Well done,

Justin, and Michael... With you guys, and the other guys and gal writing for the furtherance of the

Kurtherian Gambit Universe, life is much, much, better... Thank-You, one and all!I heartily

recommend, and endorse these books... Shucks, I've bought all of them, and will continue to do so,

as long as they continue as well!Five out of Five Stars!!!

Exciting to live through Valerie kicking ass and taking names a little disappointed that Jackson is left

behind I love Bethany Ann and Michael but I will trust in u they all will be well!

I look forward to the next arc in this series. Justin has done a wonderful job of bringing to life Valerie

and her compatriots. The intermixing of the arcs and the contributions of the many authors keeps

the universe cohesive and interesting. I look forward to future books, especially with Justin moving

to full time writing. Kudos TKG.

What a great side story in the Kurtherian world! Side? No! I'm loving following Valerie's mission

assigned by Michael. The development of her character and the people around her make it so

difficult to put this book down! I can't wait to read more of Valerie, Robin (, and Cammie!) in the



books to come!I also found it very intriguing to include characters from other Kurtherian series. It's

like re-meeting old friends!

If you like tough female heroes, vampires, and werewolves, then you'll enjoy Angel of Reckoning.

This is the fourth book in the series, and while I'm sure it would be fun on its own, you really should

start with the first book.Contains graphic violence, language, and some sexual content.

Another fine story bites the dust! And Justin will be writing full time so we'll be getting more faster!!

Whoot! This is great because this section if the Kurtherian series is great! I can't wait for more about

Valerie and her new sidekick!! Those pirates don't stand a chance! muahahahahahaha!

The story has changed and expanded. The CEO arc has passed and now we begin to get closer to

the salvaging of the earth, once again. This story was a concluding event in one sense and a

beginning in another. Looking forward to the next set in the series...
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